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There is a simple bound on how fast the entanglement entropy of a subregion of a many-body
quantum system can saturate in a quench: tsat ≥ R/vB , where tsat is the saturation time, R the
radius of the largest inscribed sphere, and vB the butterfly velocity characterizing operator growth.
By combining analytic and numerical approaches, we show that in systems with a holographic
dual, the saturation time is equal to this lower bound for a variety of differently shaped entangling
surfaces, implying that the dual black holes saturate the entanglement entropy as fast as possible.
This finding adds to the growing list of tasks that black holes are the fastest at. We furthermore
analyze the complete time evolution of entanglement entropy for large regions with a variety of
shapes, yielding more detailed information about the process of thermalization in these systems.
Introduction: The time evolution of entanglement en-
tropy (EE) is an interesting detailed probe of thermal-
izing many-body systems [1–7]. By causality the EE
S[A(t)] of a subregion A can never saturate to its thermal
equilibrium value faster than a time tsat ≥ tLC, with tLC
the time to the tip of the past light cone of region A. Ge-
ometrically, tLC = R/c with R the radius of the largest
inscribed sphere in A and c the speed of light [8]. Using
insight from chaotic operator growth [9, 10] the bound on
the saturation time can be improved to tsat ≥ R/vB [11],
with vB the butterfly velocity characterizing the spread-
ing footprint of operators. This improved bound is the
main interest of this paper.
Recently, much progress has been made in under-
standing the process of EE growth in a “hydrodynamic”
limit R, t  tloc, where tloc is the local thermalization
timescale. For any region, the entropy starts to grow
linearly according to the universal law [3–6, 12, 13]:
S[A(t)] = sth vE area(∂A)t+ . . . , (1)
where S[A(t)] is the vacuum subtracted entanglement
entropy of region A(t), sth is the thermal entropy den-
sity, and the entanglement velocity vE is defined by this
equation.[14] In the hydrodynamic limit the growth of
EE as a function of time can be described by an ef-
fective membrane theory [15–17], where the membrane
ends on ∂A and goes back in time, ending perpendicu-
larly on a surface at the time of the quench. The EE is
then given by the minimization of an action functional
depending on the shape of the membrane whose details
depend on the theory in question. The functional was
originally presented based on analytic results on random
quantum circuits [15, 16]. For holographic gauge theo-
ries the membrane theory can be derived from the holo-
graphic entanglement entropy formula [18–20] and the
action functional repackages the dual spacetime geome-
try [17].
In the random circuit case, the membrane is to be
thought of as a coarse grained cut through the tensor net-
work representing the evolving wave function. In hologra-
phy the entanglement entropy is given by the area of the
minimal extremal surface ending on ∂A, and the mem-
brane is then given by the projection of this surface onto
the spacetime boundary (that hosts the dual gauge the-
ory) along constant infalling time. These complementary
ways of thinking about the membrane add to the intrigu-
ing connections between cuts through tensor networks
and holographic extremal surfaces pioneered in [3, 10, 21–
24]. The membrane theory can be generalized in many
directions, which demonstrates its robustness [25–30]. It
has all the ingredients to be a universal effective theory of
entanglement growth in all chaotic systems in much the
same way as hydrodynamics describes the evolution of
conserved charge densities; the derivation of the effective
membrane theory however remains an open challenge.
Solving for the time evolution of entanglement entropy
in higher dimensional systems is a very challenging prob-
lem. Progress can be made in free theories [31], random
quantum circuits [15, 32, 33] and holographic systems. In
holography for generic shapes this requires the solution of
nonlinear PDEs . In the hydrodynamic limit it is however
possible to solve the evolution for spheres and strips an-
alytically [3–5, 17, 34]. Strips equilibrate at tE = R/vE ,
with vE < vB . Spheres, however, equilibrate as fast as
the aforementioned bound allows, at the butterfly time
tB = R/vB . In this Letter we will see that the satura-
tion of the bound surprisingly extends beyond the special
spherical shape.
Membrane theory: It was proposed in [16, 17] that
(the leading piece of) S[A(t)] after a quench at t = 0 in
any chaotic system is computed by the on-shell action of
a timelike membrane minimizing the functional
S[A(t)] = sth
∫ t
0
darea
E (v)√
1− v2 , v ≡
(nµtˆµ)√
1 + (nµtˆµ)2
,
(2)
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2FIG. 1. A membrane (red) anchored on an ellipse A shown
together with normal vectors (green), the timelike unit vector
and the two planes in Minkowski space. The vB light sheet
over the same ellipse (a membrane with v = vB) is drawn
in blue and just touches the plane at t = 0. This latter
membrane in fact is always a local minimum of the action
(2), and will play a very important role in the paper.
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FIG. 2. The solid red line is the membrane tension function
(3). The dashed black line is at 45◦. They touch at v = vB .
For comparison we also show the tension for a charged quench
(blue).
where the timelike membrane stretches between two
planes in Minkowski spacetime: it is anchored at t on the
upper face on the entangling surface ∂A(t) and ends per-
pendicularly (on an arbitrary shape) on the lower plane
at t = 0. Here nµ is its local unit normal (n2 = 1) and
tˆµ = (1,0) is the timelike unit vector, and the “velocity”
v is determined by their angle, see Fig. 1. Since the mem-
brane is timelike it follows that |v| ≤ 1. sth is the local
entropy density and E (v) is the Lagrangian referred to as
the “angle dependent membrane tension”, which only de-
pends on conserved densities of the state, but not on the
details of the quench. Besides the membranes discussed
thus far, we also have to allow for spacelike membranes
that are horizontal (formally with v =∞), for which the
action is equal to the area.[35]
The function E (v) is even, monotonically increasing
for v > 0, convex, interpolates between E (0) = vE
and E (vB) = vB , and is tangent to the 45◦ line at vB ,
E ′ (vB) = 1. In this paper we analyze the dynamics of
entanglement entropy in four spacetime dimensions given
by (2) for membrane tension function derived from holog-
raphy:
E (v) = vE
(1− v2)1/4 , vE =
√
2
33/4
, vB =
√
2
3
, (3)
which is the tension appropriate for a charge neutral
quench in a CFT, see Fig. 2.[36] The reason why we
chose to analyze this case over the more straightforward-
looking 3D example is that for that case the bound on the
saturation time is not saturated even for spheres [17, 34].
Analytic results: We briefly review the analytic solu-
tion of the membrane theory for symmetric shapes. For
A a strip, at early times by symmetry the membrane
is a straight plane stretching between the t = 0 and t
time slices. Evaluating (2) for this membrane gives linear
growth with slope sthvE area[∂A] until saturation, con-
sistent with (1). The saturation time for a strip of width
2R is hence tsat = R/vE ≡ tE . For spherical A, the
action reduces to
S[A(t)] = 4pi sth
∫ t
0
ds ρ2(s) E (ρ˙(s)) , (4)
where s is the time coordinate 0 ≤ s ≤ t and we de-
scribe the membrane with a radial coordinate ρ(s) (hence
v = ρ˙(s)). Minimizing (4) is a one dimensional classical
mechanics problem, and can be straightforwardly solved
using energy conservation. S[A(t)] is shown in Fig. 5 (as
the r = 1 curve) for the membrane tension correspond-
ing to the neutral black brane (3). The curve ends at tB :
the corresponding membrane has v(s) = vB and hence is
a vB light sheet. We also discuss S[A(t)] for a charged
near extremal black brane in the Supplemental Material
(SM). The problem for a cylinder subregion is analyti-
cally solvable by the replacement 4pi ρ2(s)→ 2piLρ(s) in
(4). Remarkably, for E (v) in (3) the cylinder also satu-
rates at tsat = tB , see Fig. 5 (as the r =∞ curve).
For more general shapes the minimal membrane will be
solved numerically in the next section, but it is possible to
obtain rather constraining analytic upper bounds on the
entropy [11]. In the framework of the membrane theory
(2) this bound corresponds to considering a variational
surface consisting of two parts joined at t = t′: a “light
sheet” part of slope vB and a vertical tube. We get a tight
upper bound by minimizing in t′ the total membrane
action:[37]
Smax[A(t)] =sth min
0≤t′≤min(t,tB)
[(vol (A)− vol (A′))
+vE area (A
′) t′] ,
(5)
where A′(t′) is the past butterfly domain of dependence
of A(t) at time t′, i.e. the set of points in region A that
are farther from ∂A than vB(t− t′). We show Smax[A(t)]
on Figs. 3 and 4 together with the numerical results for
S[A(t)]. The bounds are very close to the actual results.
3FIG. 3. Time evolution of the entanglement entropy of rotated stadia with short to long ratio of 2.5, including two detailed
illustrations of the relevant membranes as well as the analytic bound (red, eqn. 5). The largest inscribed sphere has radius
R = 1. Curiously even for this non-trivial shape the entanglement entropy saturates as fast as possible, at the butterfly time
tB .
FIG. 4. Time evolution of the entanglement entropy of rotated stadia with short to long ratio of 0.4. The time evolution obeys
the analytic bound of eqn. 5, plotted by a red solid line when they are minimal and dashed where they become non-minimal.
The vB light sheet at tB is indicated by a black circle, which lies at the end of a dashed green line representing a disfavored
branch of variational membranes.
The tightness of these bounds was first observed in [11]
for spherical regions.
Numerical results: In general the minimization of the
action (2) cannot be solved analytically, but it is possi-
ble to start with some initial surface and gradually relax
this surface to a (local) minimal solution. For this we
used the Surface Evolver [38], which uses a triangulation
of the surface to minimize some energy functional. We
implemented this in 3D for ellipses and stadia (consist-
ing of two half-circles connected by lines) having a ratio
r between the long and short axes. In 4D we kept one
rotational symmetry by rotating these surface about the
long axis (Fig. 3) or short axis (Fig. 4). The numerical
implementation is included in the SM.
We now briefly describe some general features of
S[A(t)] and the membranes computing it, shown in
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FIG. 5. See Fig. 3 for illustrations of the rotated stadia.
Here we show for several shapes the entanglement entropy.
The analytically solvable sphere, cylinder and strip are shown
in black and correspond to ratios 1, 0 and ∞ respectively.
The inset shows the saturation time (colored dots) for rotated
stadia, together with the analytic lower bound (solid blue)
coming from Eqn. 5 (see the red line in Fig. 4 for an example
with r = 0.4).
Figs. 3-5. In the early time regime captured by (1), the
membrane has v ≈ 0, i.e. it is a tube stretching between
the upper and lower ends of the spacetime slab (see see
Fig. 4 at t = 0.5). After this early time regime, S[A(t)]
starts to curve, and smoothly saturates to the thermal
value S[A(t)] = sth vol(A) at some saturation time tsat.
At intermediate times the membrane generically forms
cusps, most visible on Fig. 4. Since the action depends
on v but not its derivatives, the jump of v at the cusp
does not cause a divergence in the action.
Saturation time: A remarkable feature of Figs. 3 and 5
is that EE saturates at the butterfly time tB = R/vB ,
where R is the radius of the largest inscribed sphere in-
side the entangling surface. We found the same feature
in prolate ellipsoids; the numerical results are included in
the SM. Independent of the validity of the membrane the-
ory, [11] gave an argument that the bound tsat ≥ tB holds
in any many-body system. The saturation of this bound
is our most important result and allows us to conclude
that black holes often saturate entanglement entropy the
fastest, where “often” indicates a large class of shapes.
We now explain the “often” qualifier of this statement.
It is not true that for all shapes the saturation time is as
fast as possible. For the analytically solvable case of the
strip, we get tsat = tE > tB . (Recall that tE = R/vE .)
For squashed shapes, the stadium of Fig. 4 and also other
stadia on Fig. 5, as well as oblate ellipsoids (see the SM),
we find tsat > tB . In the case of the stadia, this can
be proven analytically: we show that even Smax[A(t)]
saturates later than tB , and hence so does S[A(t)] (see
Fig. 4 for an example). In the inset of Fig. 5 we show the
analytic lower bound on the saturation time that inter-
polates between tB and tE together with the numerical
results. That for r → 0 we get tsat = tE is expected,
since in this limit the squashed stadium becomes a strip.
We note that in the membrane theory one can prove a
simple upper bound on the saturation time, tsat ≤ tE
[17], so the family of shapes that we consider realize all
possible saturation times.
It would be bold to conclude that tsat = tB for a large
family of shapes based solely on numerical data. We now
make our case stronger by presenting a semi-analytic ar-
gument to this effect. Interestingly, we can establish an-
alytically that at t = tB the vB light sheet over the en-
tangling surface is a (locally) minimal surface [17]. (This
is also a surface that is contained in the set of variational
surfaces in (5) for t′ = 0.) In some cases it is also the
global minimum, and we have tsat = tB , see Fig. 3. In
other cases, as shown on Fig 4, lower left corner, we see
that there is a variational surface with t′ > 0 that gives
lower entropy (red line at t = tB), even though the nu-
merical membrane gives even lower entropy (black line).
At some time tsat,var > tB the variational surface gives
a larger entropy than the thermal value, after which we
continue the (disfavored) variational estimate as dashed
line. It is this transition that gives a lower bound on the
actual saturation time, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5. At
an even later time it is not possible to connect the two
surfaces with a regular minimal variational membrane;
we indicated the smooth transition from that point to
the vB lightsheet (black circle) by a dashed green line on
Fig 4.
Numerically we were only able to follow the favored
branch, but we believe that the disfavored branch also
exists.[39] These two branches are the only ones that
give membranes that connect the two ends of the space-
time slab. On top of these, the membrane theory also
allows for a horizontal membrane that gives S[A(t)] =
sth vol(A). This is the horizontal line on all figures, col-
ored blue on Fig 4. For t > tsat it is the minimal mem-
brane.
The existence of multiple branches of minimal mem-
branes is the mechanism by which the vB light sheet
fails to be the relevant membrane at t = tB . Another
piece of evidence for this mechanism comes from the an-
alytic study of spherical entangling surfaces for mem-
brane tensions E(v) that result from a charged quench
in holographic theories, where a favored and disfavored
branch was seen in [34] (for completeness included in the
SM). From understanding the mechanism for how we get
tsat > tB it follows that we only have to understand if
the two branches exist or not. In the latter case, we get
tsat = tB . It would be very interesting to analytically un-
5derstand small perturbations around this vB light sheet
minimal membrane to learn which situation we are in;
we leave this for future work. Instead, in this paper we
decide this question numerically.
We also note that depending on which situation we are
in, the slope of the curve, ddtS[A(t)]|t=tsat = finite for the
case tsat > tB , and zero when tsat = tB . This is easiest
to read off from the plots on Fig. 3 and 4.
Discussion: In this paper we studied the entanglement
entropy S[A(t)] in the hydrodynamic regime, of large re-
gions at late times, in the membrane effective theory pro-
posed to capture the dynamics of entanglement in all
chaotic systems. By working with the membrane tension
function, E(v) given in (3), we specialized to the case of
4D holographic gauge theories, but all our methods gen-
eralize to any theory, once E(v) is provided as an input.
While in the case of holography, we have a way of
computing not just the leading piece in the hydrody-
namic limit, but the exact entropy (using the holo-
graphic surface extremization prescription [18–20]), even
in this context there are many advantages of using the
membrane theory: the simplified description allows for
the identification of features that survive the hydrody-
namic limit, enables the understanding of near satura-
tion behavior, and the numerical solution of the rela-
tively simple-looking surface extremization problem is
prohibitive in the presence of a large scale separation
R, t  β. In generic chaotic theories the determination
of the exact entropy is out of reach, but one may hope
that in the future we will learn how to determine E(v)
from other data characterizing the theory. One hint that
this may be possible is that we can determine the special
point E(vB) = vB by studying out-of-time-order correla-
tors. Another way to exploit the power of the membrane
theory is to determine E(v) from determining S[A(t)] e.g.
for a sphere in numerics (see [16] for a related numerical
determination of E(v)) or in the future in experiments
(see [7] for early experimental work), which then yields
infinitely many new predictions for other shapes.
In the future, we can use the numerical methods de-
veloped here to study the entanglement entropy in in-
homogeneous quench setups, where the membrane the-
ory is coupled to the hydrodynamic degrees of freedom
[29]. One fascinating application would be to understand
whether signatures of turbulent fluid flows show up in
entanglement entropy. One important problem we leave
for the future is how to determine whether tsat = tB or
larger analytically without having to solve for the min-
imal membrane numerically. This may be possible by
perturbing around the vB light sheet membrane to de-
cide if it is on the dominant or disfavored branch, as in
Fig. 3 or Fig. 4 respectively.
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7SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Spheres in charged quenches
In the main text we explained that there is another
convincing example for the universality of the scenario
that makes the vB light sheet membrane not globally
minimal: the analytically solvable case of a spherical A
for the membrane tension describing a charged quench
that equilibrates to the grand canonical ensemble with
nonzero chemical potential, plotted in Fig. 2. This prob-
lem was already solved in [34], and we are including it
in the SM to make the paper self-contained. The time
evolution of the entropy is plotted in Fig. 6. The neu-
tral quench is dual to the formation of a Schwarzschild
black brane that is expected to be fast at all tasks, while
the charged quench for large chemical potential creates
a near extremal charged black brane that is expected to
be slower at certain tasks.
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FIG. 6. On the top figure we are including the time evo-
lution of the entropy in a neutral quench (red) and charged
quench (blue). On the bottom figure we zoom in onto the
near saturation behavior in the charged quench, and plot the
analytically obtainable merging favored (minimal) and disfa-
vored (non-minimal) branches of timelike membranes. The vB
light sheet is indicated by a black circle and lies on the disfa-
vored branch. There is a third branch of horizontal (spacelike)
membranes that are responsible for the saturation of entropy.
Results for ellipses and ellipsoids
In Fig. 7 we show representative examples in 3D for
a neutral quench, where the entangling region is an el-
lipse. While from the plot it looks like the disk satu-
rates entanglement entropy at tB , in reality tsat > tB
by an extremely small amount as was explained in detail
in [17, 34] and mentioned in the main text. For other
ellipses shown tsat is bigger than tB by a visible amount.
FIG. 7. We show the entanglement entropy of ellipse subre-
gions of axis ratios r as a function of time t/R, where 2R is
length of the short axis. The entanglement entropy saturates
when S[A(t)] equals the thermal value, even though as shown
there exist membranes that are not globally minimal. We
show three membranes at representative times for the ratio
r = 3.
In Fig. 8 we show the analog figure to Fig. 5 for stadia
as presented in the main text. Again we see a saturation
at the butterfly time tB for elongated ellipses (rotated
along the long axis), while for squashed ellipses (rotated
along the short axis) we have tsat > tB , in complete anal-
ogy with the stadia. Numerically it is however not easy
to get a tsat as large as observed in Fig. 5, which could
indicate that for ellipsoids the maximum saturation time
is less than tE . (Note that in this case it is not possible
to analytically compute the r → 0 or r →∞ limits.)
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FIG. 8. We show the entanglement entropy of regions
bounded by ellipsoids of axis ratios r as a function of time
t/R, where 2R is length of the short axis. r < 1 for oblate
and r > 1 for prolate ellipsoids, which is consistent with the
choice we made for stadia on Figs. 3 and 4. Since the en-
tanglement entropy smoothly approaches its thermal value it
is hard to define an exact saturation time, but our results
are consistent with all surfaces saturating at tsat = tB for
r > 1. The results are qualitatively the same as for the stadia
presented in Fig. 5 in the main text.
Numerical methods
The instinct of a physicist when seeing an action like
(2) is to write down the Euler-Lagrange PDE and solve it
numerically. For our problem this route runs into hurdles
due to the typical cusp formation on the membrane. We
found it easier to minimize the functional (2) directly
using Surface Evolver. To this end, it is advantageous
to change from Minkowski to Euclidean signature. This
amounts to changing:
dareaMink√
1− v2 →
dareaEuc√
1 + v2
, (6)
with the expression v2 = n2t/(1+n
2
t ) unchanged between
the two signatures.
We present our numerical procedure for the stadia in
4D, which is hardest to converge; the other surfaces are
obtained using similar procedures. We implemented the
boundary conditions by doubling the system, and an-
choring the membrane on A and its mirror image on the
resulting two slabs. Half of the resulting minimal mem-
brane will be perpendicular to the t = 0 surface by sym-
metry. For the Surface Evolver we initialize the surface
using eight segments (four half-circles and four lines) each
having three points on them, as displayed in Fig. 9 (left).
The lower segments are located at z = x3 = 0, whereas
the top ones are at z = 2t/R. Note that the Surface
Evolver upon refinement automatically places new points
on the relevant half-circle.
For the energy functional Surface Evolver labels the
normal vector as (x4, x5, x6), where x6 is in the time-
like direction labelled tˆµ in the main text. This means
the energy functional reads pi|x2|4√1−v2√v2+1 , where v =
x6√
x42+x52+x62
and x2 is the Jacobian from our imposed
rotational symmetry.
Besides changing to Euclidean signature, we have to
implement another modification for better numerical sta-
bility. The membrane tension function E(v) diverges for
|v| → 1. As mentioned in the main text one can show
that minimal membranes obey |v| ≤ vB < 1, hence we
are allowed to modify E(v) for v > vB at will. In practice
we use the following energy functional, multiplied by the
area element
√
x42 + x52 + x62:
quant i ty e s u r f a c e energy method
f a c e t g e n e r a l i n t e g r a l
s c a l a r i n t e g r a n d :
1 . ∗ ( ( x6 ˆ2/( x4ˆ2+x5ˆ2+10ˆ(−15.0))<=0.8)?
( ( ( x4ˆ2 + x5 ˆ2+10ˆ(−15.0))ˆ0.75∗ abs ( x2 ) )/
( abs ( x4ˆ2 + x5ˆ2 − x6 ˆ2)+10ˆ(−15.0))ˆ0.25)
:
( ( ( ( 5∗5 ˆ 0 . 2 5 − 4∗a )∗ x4ˆ2 +
(5∗5ˆ0 .25 − 4∗a )∗ x5ˆ2 + 5∗a∗x6 ˆ2)∗ abs ( x1 ) )/
( 5 .∗ s q r t ( x4ˆ2 + x5 ˆ2+10ˆ(−15.0))))
) ,
where the if statement with > 0.8 is not realized in phys-
ical solutions. In practice one needs this second term
(we use a = 10) during the relaxation, where part of the
surface may (temporarily) surpass the bound |v| ≤ vB ,
which could (and often would) lead to division by zero
errors.
After initialization we then run the following relaxation
scheme:
gVu := {V; u ; g 25 ;}
gogo := {
s c a l e :=0 .001 ;
r 2 ; gVu 50 ;
s c a l e :=0 .0025 ;
r ; g 12000 ;
V; u ; g 29000 ;
gVu 8000 ;
s c a l e :=0 .0005 ;
g 30000 ;
r ; gVu 15 ;
g 20000 ;
r ; gg 10 ;
g 100000
} ,
9FIG. 9. Initial condition for the stadium at the roughest level of triangulation (left), together with an intermediate result
(middle) and the final shape (right). Even though there is an 8-fold symmetry we evolve the full surface and use the difference
in energy of the eight regions as an estimate of our numerical uncertainty.
where V averages vertices using the centroids of adjacent
facets, u is called equiangulation and switches triangles
on a face if this leads to a more equiangular trianguliza-
tion. g is the main relaxing routine, which is using ‘scale’
as a multiplication factor. Of course a higher scale means
faster relaxation, but it can also increase numerical ar-
tifacts, so that we found a final scale of 0.0005 to be
optimal. The final g 100000 takes most time (of order
several hours), but it can be reduced to get accurate
results for most points (the most difficult ones are the
shapes close to saturation, where the surface is almost
minimal already).
